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AMERICA, GUN PURVEYOR TO THE CARTELS
Enforcing the weak-kneed laws that exist is hardly a solution

By Julius (Jay) Wachtel. Concerns that Mexico is losing its war with the cartels
have focused attention on the flow of guns south. In May 2008 ATF agents scored a
significant victory when they dismantled a trafficking ring that supplied nearly seven
hundred guns to Sinaloan gangsters. Among these were the AK-47 rifles used to
murder eight Culiacan police officers and an engraved super .38 pistol that drug
kingpin Alfredo Leyva was caught carrying in his waistband.
Investigation revealed that two smugglers, brothers Hugo and Cesar Gamez got
seven local residents to buy the guns at X-Caliber, a Phoenix gun store. Its owner,
George Iknadosian, 47, was supposedly in on the scheme. In an unusual move, ATF
chose to proceed under State law because Federal prosecutors were reportedly
“bogged down with immigration cases.” Everything seemed to be going well until
March 18 when Maricopa County (Ariz.) Superior Court judge Robert Gottsfield
ruled that Iknadosian, the only one of the bunch who hadn’t pled guilty, was in fact
innocent.
What was the hang-up? Charges against the dealer were predicated on his alleged
possession of a “false instrument”, meaning the Federal gun sales form, ATF Form
4473. Question 11(a) on the form must be answered “yes” or “no”:
Are you the actual buyer/transferee of the firearm(s) listed on this form?
Warning: You are not the actual buyer if you are acquiring the firearms(s)
on behalf of another person. If you are not the actual buyer the dealer
cannot transfer the firearm(s) to you. [Emphasis present.]
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Iknadosian supposedly counseled the purported buyers to check “yes,” a lie, as they
were only acting as agents for the brothers. (An exception on the form allows buying
guns as gifts. Go figure.) But Judge Gottsfield concluded that under the
circumstances that falsehood didn’t amount to a crime. Here’s an extract from his
order exonerating Iknadosian:
The state’s case is based upon testimony of individuals who falsified question
11a on ATF Form 4473, i.e. that they were the actual purchaser of the firearms
when they were not. The court agrees with the defense that for such falsity to
amount to a fraudulent scheme or artifice...the falsification has to be a material
misrepresentation. In order to be material, the falsification has to have resulted
in an unlawful or prohibited person obtaining the weapons.
ATF Form 4473 is a Federal form, so the judge turned to Federal law to find out
what it takes to falsify it. Title 18, United States Code, § 922 (a)(6) forbids gun
buyers from making “any false or fictitious oral or written statement...likely to
deceive [a dealer] with respect to any fact material to the lawfulness of the sale or
other disposition of [a] firearm or ammunition under the provisions of this chapter
[emphasis added] .” Among other things, dealers can’t deliver guns to felons, illegal
aliens, juveniles, the adjudicated mentally ill and nonresidents (to keep local laws
from being circumvented, persons are forbidden from buying guns outside their State
of residence.) However, the law is silent about “straw purchase,” the practice of
buying guns for others. There’s nothing in “the provisions of this Chapter” that
forbids a dealer from selling guns to someone who intends to turn them over to a
legally qualified possessor.
There’s no question but that straw purchases took place. But since the Gamez
brothers and the pretend buyers were Arizona adults with clean records, and no
evidence was introduced that a prohibited person wound up with a gun, the “yes”
answers, while false, weren’t materially so. That view has been endorsed by appeals
courts. In U.S. v. Polk, the only known case directly on point, the Fifth Circuit held
that “if the true purchaser can lawfully purchase a firearm directly, § 922(a)(6)
liability under a ‘straw purchase’ theory does not attach.” More recently, in U.S. v.
Ortiz, the Eleventh Circuit ruled that “straw purchases of firearms occur when an
unlawful purchaser...uses a lawful ‘straw man’ purchaser...to obtain a firearm
[emphasis added].”
When the 1968 Gun Control Act was enacted Form 4473 didn’t ask buyers about
their intentions. Lacking the political muscle to change the law, ATF got permission
to insert what became Question 11(a) on the form (making clear that gift purchases
were OK, of course.) This extralegal tinkering was mentioned in a footnote of the
Polk decision, which pointed out that the 1991 and 1994 editions of the ATF Form 7
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carried significantly different warnings. While the earlier form advised that a straw
purchase was illegal when the intended possessor is ineligible to buy a gun, the more
recent version made no such mention, thus leaving the impression that all straw
purchases are no-no’s. But § 922(a)(6) hadn’t changed: just like 18 USC § 1001, the
general false statements provision of Federal law, it’s always forbidden only material
falsehoods. And that’s where things stand today.
It’s no surprise that the judge ruled as he did. What can be done to avoid such
problems in the future?


Federal law could be amended to prohibit purchasing a firearm on behalf of
someone else. Doing so would automatically make a lie to question 11(a)
“material” to the lawfulness of a sale. (Those who wish to give a gun as a gift
could buy a gift certificate.)



Exporting undeclared firearms is illegal. Given proof of a dealer’s guilty
knowledge, one could proceed with a case like Iknadosian’s as a conspiracy to
violate export control laws.



Limiting the number of guns that a buyer can acquire can make the use of straw
buyers cumbersome. A few States (not including Arizona) restrict handgun
purchases to one a month. That could be expanded nationally and broadened to
include rifles.



Innovation is key. During a Guns to Mexico campaign in the 1970’s an Arizona
dealer was suspected of procuring straw buyers to cover up sales to gun
smugglers. ATF brought in an undercover agent who lived in California so that
selling him guns directly or through go-betweens would be unquestionably
illegal. Convictions of the dealer and the straws held up on appeal and the
Supreme Court denied certiorari.

President Obama and Secretary Clinton have emphasized “enforcing the laws that
exist.” It’s a tired cliché that overlooks the fact that Federal firearms laws are so
toothless that corrupt licensees and traffickers have little fear of discovery or
meaningful punishment. As long as the Administration keeps shying away from
confronting the pro-gun lobby, the prospects for improving oversight of the gun
marketplace seem bleak indeed.
Posted 4/21/09

DON’T BLAME THE NRA
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America’s gun culture exacts a toll, but it’s only a small part of the problem
By Julius (Jay) Wachtel. In 1978 I was testifying in a Phoenix Federal courtroom
against a man who repeatedly bought dozens of cheap, new handguns at gun stores
and took them to gun shows, where he posed as a “collector” and, in a practice that
remains widespread, sold them to all comers, no paperwork, ID or record check
required. Many of his guns quickly wound up being used in crimes.
As an ATF agent I was used to investigating such cases, but what surprised me in
this instance was the presence in the spectator section of an NRA attorney who flew in
specifically for the trial. In time the jury found the defendant guilty of dealing guns
without a license and the lawyer disappeared. But his shadow haunted me throughout
my career.
Now that our land has suffered the effects of a string of twisted personalities -Presidential assassin and would-be assassin Lee Harvey Oswald and John Hinckley,
Oklahoma bomber Timothy McVeigh, Jewish Community Center shooter Buford
Furrow, Columbine High School killers Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold, Virginia Tech
killer Seung-hui Cho, and, most recently, the murderously self-pitying Jiverly Wong
and Richard Poplawski -- one might be tempted to conclude that a straight line leads
from the lawyer to the madmen.
Most of my work (I retired in 1998, after working in Arizona, Montana and Los
Angeles) involved the investigation of illegal gun sales, by licensed dealers selling
them out the back door, and by unlicensed peddlers selling them on the street and at
gun shows. While spending countless hours in and around gun stores, gun shows and
the cultural backwaters of this other America I came into intimate contact with what is
commonly called -- though I think too simply -- the gun subculture.
Yes, those whom I met, sometimes undercover, other times not, liked guns -- a lot.
Like me, most were from the working class. Where we differed was in outlook. As an
immigrant from troubled Argentina, whose parents barely squeaked through the
Holocaust, I was delighted to be in the land of opportunity. Yet the last thing these
men (and a few women, as well) manifested was hope. Their invariant rallying cry -that the unworthy got the benefits, while the hard-working got the shaft -- placed them
in the lunatic extremes of the far right. It also reflected a sense of worthlessness that
made more than a few dangerous and many others candidates for a good shrink.
No -- their concerns weren’t fundamentally about guns. But when talking about
guns, holding guns, or, best of all, firing guns, their eyes lit up and their burdens
visibly lifted. Yes, it’s pop psychology, but in my mind nonetheless true: many of
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these gun aficionados, both the outwardly law-abiding and the unabashedly criminal,
found in their toys a sense of power and autonomy that was otherwise sadly lacking.
Naturally, those who got famous for the worst of reasons are so beyond the pale
that no one, not even an NRA lawyer, would dare stand in their defense. But their
twisted justifications, like the sniveling manifesto that Jiverly Wong used as his
excuse for the Binghamton massacre, seem much more a difference in degree than in
kind from the pathologies that suffuse much of America’s gun culture. Every so often
another disturbed gun fanatic will come out, pistols, rifles and shotguns blazing, and a
handful of innocents will die. Then after a respectful but pitifully brief interval we’ll
shrug our shoulders and turn our attention elsewhere.
Still, even neutralizing every murderous extremist would have little effect. We’ve
become so accustomed to gun violence that we seldom think about the gang members,
“ordinary” criminals and otherwise law-abiding heads of household who commit
countless mini-massacres year-in and year-out with weapons whose unthinkable
lethality would have horrified the framers of the Second Amendment.
That’s what’s really insane.

